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We show that a serial array of N nonuniform, underdamped Josephson junctions coupled piezoelectrically to
a nanoelectromechanical �NEM� oscillator results in phase locking of the junctions. Our approach is based on
a semiclassical solution to a set of coupled differential equations that were generated by the Heisenberg
operator equations, which in turn are based on a model Hamiltonian that includes the following effects: the
charging and Josephson energies of the junctions, dissipation in the junctions, the effect of a dc bias current, an
undamped simple harmonic oscillator �representing the NEM�, and an interaction energy �due to the piezo-
electric effect� between the NEM and the junctions. Phase locking of the junctions is signaled by a step in the
current-voltage �I-V� curve. We find the phase-locked states are �neutrally� stable at the bottom and top of the
step but not for bias currents in the middle of the step. Using harmonic balance, we are able to calculate an
analytical expression for the location of the resonance step, vstep, in the I-V curve. Because of the multistability
of the underdamped junctions, it is possible, with a judicious choice of initial conditions and bias current, to set
a desired number Na�N of junctions on the resonance step, with N−Na junctions in the zero-voltage state. We
are also able to show that, when Na junctions are in the phase-locked configuration, the time-averaged energy
of the NEM oscillator scales like Na

2.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interest in nanoelectromechanical �NEM� structures and
devices has grown rapidly over the last few years.1 From
detecting microscopic mechanical displacements at near the
limit set by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle2,3 to quan-
tum information processing and entanglement,4–9 concepts at
the heart of quantum computation, NEMs show promise as
scientific and technological tools. It is worth noting that
much of the work on quantum computation involving NEMs
has focused on some kind of coupling of a NEM oscillator to
a Josephson-junction �JJ� device.10 In fact, recent theoretical
work by Cleland and Geller6 has demonstrated that a high-
Q��103�, high-frequency �10 GHz�, dilatational resonator
made from the piezoelectric crystalline material AlN,11

coupled to a JJ phase qubit could be used to produce en-
tangled states of two or more qubits. In their work, Cleland
and Geller argue that although multiqubit operations by
means of junction coupling through electromagnetic or su-
perconducting resonators have been proposed,12 a mechani-
cal resonator has the advantage of higher Q values, smaller
dimensions, and thus a greater potential for scalability.

In their own right, arrays of JJs biased in the nonzero
voltage state have been studied extensively as systems of
coupled, nonlinear oscillators.13–16 As test beds for both the-
oretical and experimental studies of synchronization of dis-
ordered oscillator systems, JJ arrays serve an important pur-
pose, but in addition there has been interest for some time in
arrays as sources of coherent microwave radiation.17–30 The
experiments by Barbara and co-workers31 demonstrated that
two-dimensional, underdamped arrays in a high-Q resonance
cavity formed by the array itself and a ground plane could

emit coherent mm-wavelength radiation at power levels
much higher than seen before. The main criteria for the high
detected ac power output was a sharp resonance of the cavity
and a coupling mechanism between the cavity and the indi-
vidual JJs. Subsequent theoretical work by Almaas and
Stroud32,33 resulted in dynamical equations for JJ arrays
coupled to a resonant cavity that reproduced well the experi-
mental data of Barbara and co-workers. In this model, Al-
maas and Stroud showed that the effective coupling resulting
in the coherent emission of radiation could be thought of as
a capacitive coupling between the charge variables of the
junctions and the cavity. Interestingly, solutions of their dy-
namical equations were obtained in a semiclassical limit of
the Heisenberg equations for a fully quantum mechanical
model Hamiltonian. This corresponds to large number of
photons in the cavity and a large number of charges in the
junctions, and so their results implied that much of the data
of Barbara and co-workers could be explained by an essen-
tially classical model.

In this work, we demonstrate that resonance between a
serial array of underdamped JJs and a NEM oscillator can,
like an electrical or superconducting cavity, result in syn-
chronous behavior of the array. Even more so than in the
case of electrical or superconducting cavities, however, this
work is motivated by the possibility of attaining remarkably
high-Q values for AlN oscillators,34 thereby markedly in-
creasing the likelihood of a strong resonance between oscil-
lator and array and thus increasing the likelihood of coherent
voltage outputs from the junctions in the array. In addition,
modern fabrication techniques allow for NEMs and JJ arrays
to be manufactured on the same chip,6 a fact which could
result in smaller dimensions and increased scalability. Our
work is based on an approach similar to that of Ref. 32. We
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construct a Hamiltonian describing a serial array of N under-
damped JJs coupled to a dilatational AlN oscillator. The cou-
pling between the oscillator and the array is electrical by
means of the piezoelectric nature of AlN. Both the electro-
static charging energy as well as the Josephson energy are
included in the Hamiltonian for the junctions. Damping in
the junctions is included via the Caldeira-Leggett approach
of coupling each junction to a bath of independent harmonic
oscillators.35 We ignore damping in the NEM oscillator itself,
corresponding to the limit Q→�, which is not unreasonable
given the possibility of high-Q factors in AlN oscillators as
mentioned above. It would not be difficult, however, to add
oscillator damping. Heisenberg equations generate the dy-
namical equations of motion for this system, which are then
solved in the semiclassical limit, corresponding to a large
number of NEM phonons and large number of charges in the
junctions. The oscillator-array resonance is manifested by a
step in the current-voltage �I-V� curve of the array. We dem-
onstrate the existence of such a step and show that it is pos-
sible, using the hysteretical property of the junctions, to bias
Na�N �active� junctions on the step by an appropriate
choice of initial conditions. We also perform a linear stability
analysis of the coherent array solutions and find that the co-
herence is only neutrally stable at the ends of the step, i.e.,
that, surprisingly, there is a region in the middle of the step
where the coherent behavior of the array is unstable. We are
able to solve analytically for the voltage vstep at which the
step occurs, and we show that the time-averaged NEM en-
ergy, when in resonance with the junctions and the junctions
are phase locked, scales like the square of the number of
active junctions. In our model, for sufficiently large coupling
between the array and the NEM oscillator, the frequency of
the NEM oscillator can be renormalized upward, so that the
resonance voltage, vstep, may not be at the location expected
based on the NEMs natural, i.e., uncoupled, frequency. We
add that the Hamiltonian describing this system could in
principle be used for a full quantum-mechanical treatment of
such a system. With proper biasing of the junctions, such a
treatment may be relevant to an understanding of coupled
multiqubit systems.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we con-
struct the classical Hamiltonian describing a single junction
coupled to the AlN oscillator. We generate classical equa-
tions of motion for the system and briefly discuss their physi-
cal significance. In Sec. III, we construct the classical Hamil-
tonian for a serial array of JJs coupled to a single AlN
oscillator. The junctions have nonuniform critical currents
and so would naturally produce different time-average volt-
ages if uncoupled or only weakly coupled. We then construct
the quantum Hamiltonian for the serial array plus oscillator
and generate the Heisenberg equations of motion. In Sec. IV,
we study the numerical solutions of the equations of motion
in the semiclassical limit, showing the resonance step as evi-
dence for coherent behavior of the junctions. We also have
performed a stability analysis which shows that neutrally
stable synchronization, i.e. coherence, occurs only at the two
edges of the step. The Kuramoto order parameter, which
measures the degree of phase coherence of the junctions, is
also calculated and, like the stability analysis, shows coher-
ent behavior only at the two edges of the step. In Sec. V, we

derive an expression for the location of the voltage step,
vstep, based on the equations derived in Sec. III. We are also
able to calculate analytically the average energy of the AlN
oscillator while in resonance with the array; the result shows
that the time-averaged oscillator energy scales like Na

2, i.e.,
like the number of active junctions �junctions biased on the
resonance step� squared. In Sec. VI, we discuss our results
and conclude with directions for future work.

II. SINGLE JUNCTION PLUS OSCILLATOR

We start with a single JJ in parallel with a dilatational,
piezoelectric NEM oscillator as described in Ref. 6 and as
shown in Fig. 1. To ensure we have a reasonable classical
Hamiltonian for this system, we start by constructing a La-
grangian from which the classical equations of motion give
expected results. The Lagrangian describing the system is
taken to be

L��,U,�̇,U̇� = TNEM + TJ − UNEM − UJ − Uint, �1�

where there are kinetic energy and potential terms each for
the oscillator and JJ, and a potential energy representing an
interaction between the JJ and oscillator. The Lagrangian de-
pends on �, the gauge-invariant Josephson phase difference
across the junction U, the spatially averaged strain in the
piezoelectric crystal �the strain is perpendicular to the plates
of the oscillator and is assumed to be in the z direction�, and

their time derivatives �̇ and U̇. The individual terms in Eq.
�1� are as follows:

TNEM =
MNEMU̇2

2
, �2�

where MNEM is an effective mass for the oscillator. Note U,
the crystal strain, is dimensionless, and so MNEM has dimen-
sions of M �L2 �mass times length squared�.

TJ =
MJ�̇

2

2
, �3�

where MJ=�2�C+Co� / �2e�2, where C is the capacitance of
the JJ, and Co the capacitance of the oscillator. The dimen-
sions of MJ are also M �L2.

FIG. 1. A single Josephson junction and a dc current source IB

in parallel with a NEM oscillator. The junction has critical current
Ic, capacitance C, and shunt resistance R. The oscillator consists of
a piezoelectric crystal sandwiched between the plates of a capacitor.
The effective capacitance of the plates and crystal is Co. The me-
chanical strain of the crystal, denoted by U, is taken to be along the
z axis and in a direction perpendicular to the disk.
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UR =
1

2
MNEM�0

2U2, �4�

where �0 is the natural frequency of oscillation of the inde-
pendent oscillator and the crystal strain U plays the role of
the oscillator’s displacement.

UJ = −
�Ic

2e
�cos � +

IB

Ic
�� , �5�

where Ic is the junction critical current and IB is the dc bias
current. Based on Ref. 6, we use an interaction energy of the
form

Uint = ��U̇ , �6�

where � is the interaction strength with dimensions of M
�L2 /T. Next, we construct the Hamiltonian as the Legendre
transform of the Lagrangian

H�PR,PJ,U,�� = PRU̇ + PJ�̇ − L , �7�

where PR and PJ are the momenta of the oscillator and junc-
tion, respectively. Using Eqs. �1�–�6�, we get a Hamiltonian
of the form

H =
PR

2

2MNEM
+

1

2
MNEM�0

2U2 +
PJ

2

2MJ
+ UJ��� +

�2�2

2MNEM

+
��PR

MNEM
. �8�

Using Hamilton’s equations, we generate the classical equa-
tions of motion for this coupled system. Including dissipation
in the JJ, we get

Ic sin � +
�

2eR
�̇ +

��C + Co�
2e

�̈ +
2eMNEM	

�
U̇ = IB, �9�

Ü + �0
2U = 	�̇ , �10�

where 	=� /MNEM is a coupling constant with dimensions of
1 /T and R is the shunt resistance of the junction. Equations
�9� and �10� seem physically reasonable for a couple of rea-
sons. For example, these equations result when one invokes
conservation of charge for a single JJ coupled to a dissipa-
tionless oscillator driven by a current source IB �see Fig. 1�
and make use of the resistively and capacitively-shunted
junction �RCSJ� model for the junction. This is based, how-
ever, upon assuming that the current through the oscillator
has the form6

Io = Co�V̇ − e33bU̇/
33� , �11�

where e33 and 
33 are the appropriate elements of the piezo-

electric modulus and dielectric tensors, respectively; V̇ is the
time derivative of the voltage across the JJ; and b is the
diameter of the crystal. One can then learn that the coupling
constant between the junction and oscillator can be written as

	 = − �Coe33b/�2eMNEM
33� . �12�

In addition, Eqs. �9� and �10�, respectively, have the same
structure as those describing the c-axis current density and

polarization in the work of Helm and collaborators,36 in
which the subgap structure in the I-V characteristics of high-
Tc cuprates was explained as a resonance between Josephson
oscillations between neighboring copper-oxide planes and
c-axis phonons.

III. SERIAL ARRAY PLUS OSCILLATOR

A. Classical Hamiltonian

We now generalize Eq. �1� to the case of a disordered,
serial array �see Fig. 2�. Based on Eq. �11�, the current
through the oscillator would be

Io = Co� �

2e
�

k

�̈k −
e33bU̇


33
� =

�Co

2e
�

k

�̈k +
2eMmem	

�
,

�13�

where the Josephson voltage across junction k ,Vk=��̇k /2e,
was used. The last term on the right of Eq. �13� was obtained
by using Eq. �12�.

Conservation of charge and the RCSJ equation yield for
the jth junction

IB = Icj sin � j +
�

2eRj
�̇ j +

�Cj

2e
�̈ j +

�Co

2e
�

k

�̈k +
2eMNEM	

�
U̇ .

�14�

The oscillator’s equation of motion would be 	compare
with Eq. �10�


Ü + �0
2U = 	�

k

�̇k, �15�

where the term on the right of Eq. �15� is due to the fact that
the oscillator would be driven by the total voltage across the
array. As can be verified directly by Lagrange’s equations of
motion, the Lagrangian that results in Eqs. �14� and �15� is

FIG. 2. A serial Josephson junction array and a dc current
source IB in parallel with a NEM oscillator. Junction i has critical
current Ici, capacitance Ci, and shunt resistance Ri. The oscillator
consists of a piezoelectric crystal sandwiched between the plates of
a capacitor. The effective capacitance of the plates and crystal is Co.
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L = �
j=1

N �1

2
MJj�̇ j

2 − UJj�� j�� +
1

2
MNEMU̇2 −

1

2
MNEM�0

2U2

− 	MNEMU̇�
j=1

N

� j +
�2Co

8e2 ��
j=1

N

�̇ j�2

, �16�

where MJj =�2Cj / �4e2� is the “mass” of junction j and the
potential energy of junction j is UJj�� j�=−	��Icj� /
2e
	cos � j + �IB / Icj�� j
. The next step is to construct the
Hamiltonian from Eq. �16�. To do so, we need the momenta
conjugate to the variables U and � j, which are, respectively,

PR =
�L

�U̇
= MNEMU̇ − 	MNEM�

k=1

N

�k, �17�

PJj =
�L

��̇ j

= MJj�̇ j +
�2Co

4e2 �
k=1

N

�̇k. �18�

For small amounts of disorder, it should be reasonable to
make the substitution MJj→ �MJ�, where �MJ� is the arith-
metic average of the junction masses, namely �MJ�
=�2�C� /4e2 and �C��1/N�� j=1

N Cj. With this approxima-
tion, algebra yields a Hamiltonian for the serial array
coupled to the oscillator of the following form:

H =
PR

2

2MNEM
+

1

2
MNEM�0

2U2 + �
j=1

N � PJj
2

2�MJ�
+ UJj�� j��

−
1

2

�MJ�

�N +
�C�
Co

���
j=1

N
PJj

�MJ�
�2

+
	2MNEM

2
��

j=1

N

� j�2

+ 	PR�
j=1

N

� j . �19�

It is useful to generate the classical equations of motion cor-

responding to Eq. �19�. Based on �H /�� j =−ṖJj, we get

IB = Icj sin � j +
��R−1�

2e
�̇ j +

��C�
2e

�̈ j +
�Co

2e
�
k=1

N

�̈k

+
2e	MNEM

�
U̇ . �20�

Note that we have added a dissipative term for the junctions
that depends on the arithmetic average of the junction shunt
resistances. Equation �20� has the form of Eq. �14� with the
individual junction capacitances replaced by the arithmetic
average of all N junction capacitances. Based on �H /�U=

−ṖR, we get

Ü + �0
2U = 	�

k=1

N

�̇k, �21�

which agrees with Eq. �15�.

B. Quantum Hamiltonian

The Hamiltonian �19� can be readily quantized. We write
H=HJ+HNEM +Hint+Hdiss, where the Hamiltonian for a se-
rial array of junctions biased by a current source is

HJ = �
j=1

N � 2e2

�C�
nj

2 −
�Icj

2e
cos � j −

�IB

2e
� j� , �22�

where we have used that �MJ�=�2�C� /4e2 and PJj is re-
placed by �nj, where nj is the operator representing the dif-
ference in the number of Cooper pairs between supercon-
ducting islands j and j+1. The Hamiltonian for a NEM
oscillator is taken to be that of an undamped simple har-
monic oscillator of natural frequency �0

HNEM = ��0�a†a +
1

2
� , �23�

where the standard creation and destruction operators for the
simple harmonic oscillator have been used. If we let aaR
+ iaI and a†aR− iaI, then Eq. �23� becomes

HNEM = ��0�aR
2 + aI

2 +
1

2
� . �24�

The dissipation in the array is handled by coupling each
junction to a bath of harmonic oscillators with a specified
distribution of frequencies ��.35

Hdiss = �
j,�
� f�,j� ju�,j +

p�,j
2

2m�,j
+

1

2
m�,j��,j

2 u�,j
2

+
�f�,j

2 �
2m�,j��,j

2 � j
2� , �25�

where m�,j is the mass of the �th oscillator connected to
junction j ,u�,j is the displacement of that oscillator from
equilibrium, and f�,j represents the coupling between junc-
tion j and oscillator �. The bath oscillators are assumed to be
described by a spectral density that is linear in ��� such that
the dissipation in the junctions is Ohmic.32,35 Finally, the
interaction term in the Hamiltonian is based on the last three
terms in Eq. �19�,

Hint = −
2e2

�C�
1

N +
�C�
Co

��
j=1

N

nj�2

+
	2MNEM

2
��

j=1

N

� j�2

+ 2	��MNEM�0

2
aI�

j=1

N

� j . �26�

The full Hamiltonian, given by Eqs. �22�–�26�, is used to
generate dynamical operator equations by means of the
Heisenberg equation

dO

dt
=

1

i�
	O,H
 , �27�

where the operator O=nk ,�k ,aR, or aI. The following set of
commutation relations are required:

	nj,�k
 = − i� j,k, �28�
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	p�j,uk
 = − i���,� j,k, �29�

	aR,aI
 =
i

2
. �30�

We then write the resultant equations in terms of dimension-
less quantities, which are listed below. Note that �Ic�
� jIcj /N and �R−1�� jRj

−1 /N are arithmetic averages over
two key junction parameters, critical current and �inverse�
shunt resistance. Also, we define a characteristic angular fre-
quency for the junctions �J2e	�Ic� / ���R−1��


�  �Jt �time� , �31�

iB 
IB

�Ic�
�bias current� , �32�

ick 
Ick

�Ic�
�critical current for junction k� , �33�

�  �	�2eMNEM

��Ic�
�1/2

�coupling strength between array and oscillator� ,

�34�

� 
�o

�J
�NEM oscillator’s natural frequency� , �35�

ñk 
4e2

��R−1�
nk �number operator� , �36�

ãR�I� �e�0

�Ic�
aR�I� �oscillator operators� . �37�

The four coupled equations of motion for the dimensionless
operators ñk, �k, ãR, and ãI are as follows:

dñk

d�
= iB − ick sin �k − ��

j=1

N

� j − 2��ãI

−
ick

c�ñk −
1

N�1 +
�C�
Co

��
j=1

N

ñj� , �38�

d�k

d�
=

1

c�ñk −
1

N�1 +
�C�
Co

��
j=1

N

ñj� , �39�

dãR

d�
= ��ãI +

1

2
���

j=1

N

� j� , �40�

dãI

d�
= − �ãR. �41�

To obtain this set of equations, several steps were involved.
The oscillator bath variables can be integrated out by well-
known techniques.37 The effect is to make the replacement

�
�
� f�,ku�,k +

f�,k
2 �k

m�,k��,k
2 � →

�

2�
� h

4e2Rk
�d�k

dt
�42�

throughout the equations of motion. Also, we make the as-
sumption that the product IckRk is uniform throughout the
array and that IckRk= �Ic� / �R−1�. As a result, we can make the
replacement in Eq. �42�

Rk →
�Ic�

Ick�R−1�
=

1

ick�R−1�
, �43�

where Eq. �33� was used in the last step.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We solved Eqs. �38�–�41� numerically using a fourth-
order Runge-Kutta algorithm with time steps ��=0.001. We
calculated the I-V curves for several different sets of values
of junction and oscillator parameters. Figure 3�a� shows a
step induced by a resonance between the junctions and the
NEM oscillator. The arithmetic average of the time-average
voltages across the N=10 junctions, �v�� /N, was calculated
as a function of the dc bias current iB. An averaging interval
of 250 000 time steps was used to calculate �v�� for each
value of the current. The graph was produced by starting
with a bias current large enough to ensure that all the junc-
tions were in the voltage state, in this case iB=1.2. The junc-
tion critical currents were assigned nonrandomly according
to the function

ick = 1 + � −
2�

�N − 1�2 	4k2 − 4�N + 1�k + �N + 1�2
 , �44�

where �=0.05 was chosen. Such a function results in critical
currents that are a parabolic function of position along the
array. The ick values are symmetric with respect to the center
of the array. Since the junction critical currents are nonuni-
form, there is a spread in their time-averaged voltages. This
is quantified by the error bars, which represent the standard
deviation of the mean time-averaged voltage for the N junc-
tions. The bias current was reduced from its starting value.
Because the junctions are underdamped �c�1�, they remain
in the voltage state for iB�1, exhibiting Ohmic behavior.
The spread in the time-averaged voltages of the junctions
decreases as iB is decreased, as demonstrated by the reduc-
tion in the size of the error bars. This is evidence of fre-
quency synchronization of the junctions, that is, in our di-
mensionless system of units, frequency synchronization
means all N junctions have the same time-average voltage. A
resonant step at �v�� /N�� is evident. Presumably, this step
is the result of a kind of mode locking between the oscillat-
ing JJs and the AlN oscillator. This is where the coherent
junction behavior is expected.
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Interestingly, a stability analysis 	see Fig. 3�b�
 shows that
the solutions to Eqs. �38�–�41� are linearly unstable over a
large fraction of the resonance step. Only for larger bias cur-
rents near the right edge �“top”� of the step, and possibly for
a very narrow region at the left edge �“bottom”� of the step,
do we see neutrally stable synchronization of the junctions
and resonator. This behavior is not necessarily surprising,
however, given the discovery by Watanabe and co-workers16

of parametric instabilities �demonstrated by steps in the I-V
curve� in Josephson rings. They found complicated dynami-
cal behavior of the junctions that showed sensitive depen-
dence on the location of the bias current on the step. For the
JJ rings, they found that stable, in-phase solutions occurred
only near the bottom and top of a given step. We find neu-
trally stable, in-phase solutions near the top of the step and
possibly along a very narrow region at the bottom of the
step. Our linear stability analysis was based on a numerical
calculation of the Floquet multipliers � of the solutions to
Eqs. �38�–�41�.38 Our system has 2N+2 degrees of freedom,
and so the stability will be described by 2N+2 multipliers.
The solution is unstable if any of the �generally complex�
multipliers has a magnitude greater than unity. Neutral sta-

bility of degree � is signaled by �+1 multipliers of magni-
tude unity. Stable solutions result in all but one multiplier
with magnitude less than unity. �There will always be one
multiplier of magnitude unity corresponding to a perturba-
tion tangent to the trajectory in phase space.�

We have also calculated the Kuramoto phase-
synchronization order parameter r��� both on the resonance
step as well as on the Ohmic branch

r��� 
1

N
�
k=1

N

ei�k���. �45�

Figure 4�a� shows the time-averaged modulus of the order
parameter, r= ��r������, for decreasing bias currents on the
Ohmic branch, while Fig. 4�b� corresponds to increasing bias
currents along the step. Just as Fig. 3�a� shows evidence of
frequency synchronization as the bias current is decreased
along the Ohmic branch, we see here evidence of phase syn-
chronization as well. That is, as iB is decreased along the
Ohmic branch, r→1. On the step, phase synchronization is
evident mainly near the top of the step, with the bias current
values for which r�1 corresponding roughly to the region of

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� I-V curve for a se-
rial array of N=10 underdamped junctions
coupled to a NEM oscillator. Junction critical
currents are assigned nonrandomly with �=0.05
and c=10. The NEM’s natural frequency, scaled
by the Josephson frequency, is �=�o /�J=0.45,
and the coupling strength between the array and
the NEM oscillator is �=0.2. The ratio of the
average junction capacitance to the capacitance
of the NEM is �C� /Co=1. A step due to reso-
nance between the junctions and the NEM is evi-
dent at a voltage only slightly greater than �,
namely �v�� /N=0.4683±0.0007. The error bars
on the symbols represent the standard deviation
of the mean of the time-averaged JJ voltages. As
the bias current is decreased from its starting
value of iB=1.2, the error bars become smaller
than the symbol size, signaling approximate fre-
quency synchronization of the array. �b� Magni-
tude of the ten largest Floquet multipliers corre-
sponding to on-step solutions for the same system
parameters as in �a�. For the stability analysis, the
junction parameters were taken to be uniform,
and ��� was calculated as the bias current was
ramped up while the system was on the step. For
bias currents in the middle of the step, the system
is linearly unstable. Near the top of the step, iB

�0.85, there is neutrally stable synchronization
with two multipliers of magnitude unity. The next
smallest multiplier has a magnitude reduced by 3
to 5% from unity. The system may also be neu-
trally stable in a very narrow bias current range at
the bottom of the step.
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neutral stability shown in Fig. 3�b�. There is also a small
range of bias currents at the bottom of the step for which
phase synchronization is evident.

It is useful to show the dynamic behavior of the junctions
and the NEM oscillator for biasing both on the Ohmic
branch and the resonant step. This is shown in Fig. 5, where
in part �a� of the figure, the displacement of the oscillator,
which is proportional to ãR, is plotted versus dimensionless
time for iB=0.9 both on the Ohmic branch and on the reso-
nance step. Note the different scales on the two vertical axes.
On the resonance step, the amplitude of the oscillator’s dis-

placement is roughly 2000 times its value on the Ohmic
branch at the same bias current. Also, a rough estimate based
on the plots shows that the angular frequency of the oscilla-
tor’s displacement is about �=0.45, its natural value, when
on the Ohmic branch, but when in resonance, it is about
0.465, which is close to the step voltage of 0.468. In Fig.
5�b�, the time dependence of the voltage across junction 1 is
shown both off and on the step for iB=0.9. Again, note the
different scales on the two vertical axes. On the step, the
voltage v1 has the same angular frequency as ãR but is �
radians out of phase with ãR. The behavior of v1��� is quite
complicated off the step, but if the angular frequency of the
oscillations near �=400 is estimated, one gets a value of
0.93, close to iB=0.9. Also, it is clear that the amplitude of
the voltage oscillations is significantly greater when the junc-
tion is biased on the step.

We have studied the I-V characteristics of the array for
larger coupling strengths �. We find that as the coupling to
the NEM oscillator increases the step voltage, vstep, shifts to
higher values and the width of the flat portion of the step
decreases �see Fig. 6�. Also, the retrapping current, at which
the junctions begin to drop into the zero-voltage state, occurs
at a value roughly equal to �, the bare NEM oscillator fre-
quency, in our dimensionless system of units. Figure 7 shows
the step voltage as a function of the coupling between the
array and oscillator. The step voltage deviates from � for
��0.1. Evidently, for strong coupling, the resonance fre-
quency is renormalized upward. The solid line in Fig. 7 will
be discussed in Sec. V.

We have checked that the same type of behavior occurs
for other array sizes. Figure 8 shows a resonance step at
vstep�� for the case of weak array/oscillator coupling, �
=0.01, in an array with N=50 junctions. Although not
shown, the phase synchronization behavior, as measured by
r, along the step is qualitatively similar to that shown in Fig.
4�b� for N=10. Figure 9 shows that it is possible to use the
multistable nature of the junctions, for bias currents less than
unity but greater than the retrapping current, to bias a con-
trolled number of junction, Na, on the resonance step. The
figure shows steps for Na=50 down to Na=25 in increments
of 5. The dashed lines show the expected location of the
steps based on Eq. �61�.

V. ANALYTIC RESULTS

To obtain analytical results, we combine Eqs. �38�–�41� to
form two second-order differential equations. The results are

c
d2�k

d�2 + ick
d�k

d�
+ ick sin �k

=
C̃

1 + C̃
�iB +

2��

�2

d2ãI

d�2 +
1

NC̃
�
j=1

N

icj�sin � j +
d� j

d�
��

��k = 1,…,N� , �46�

d2ãI

d�2 + �2ãI = −
�2��

2 �
j=1

N

� j , �47�

where C̃�C� / �NCo�. To obtain Eq. �46�, we have substi-
tuted for the junction charge variable ñk in terms of the Jo-

FIG. 4. Time average of the Kuramoto order parameter’s modu-
lus for a serial array of N=10 junctions �c=10 and nonrandomly
assigned critical currents with �=0.05� coupled to a NEM oscillator
with scaled natural frequency �=0.45. The coupling strength be-
tween the array and the NEM oscillator is �=0.2 and �C� /Co=1.
�a� The bias current is decreased from a starting value of iB=1.2.
The array approaches phase synchronization, r→1, as iB is de-
creased toward the step. �b� Kuramoto order parameter versus bias
current as iB is increased along the step. Phase synchronization is
evident along a very narrow region at the bottom of the step as well
as along a broader region at the top of the step.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� �a�
Time dependence of ãR, which is
proportional to the NEM oscilla-
tor’s displacement from equilib-
rium, for iB=0.9 both on the reso-
nance step �full curve� and on the
Ohmic branch �dashed curve�.
Note the different scales on the
two vertical axes. The junction
and oscillator parameters are the
same as in Fig. 3. �b� Time depen-
dence of v1, the voltage across
junction 1, for iB=0.9 both on the
resonance step �full curve� and on
the Ohmic branch �dashed curve�.
In both parts �a� and �b� the reso-
nant behavior on the step is
evident.

FIG. 6. I-V curve for a serial array of N=10
underdamped junctions coupled to a NEM oscil-
lator. Junction critical currents are assigned non-
randomly with �=0.05 and c=10. The NEM’s
natural frequency is �=0.45, and the coupling
strength between the array and the NEM is �
=3. The ratio of the average junction capacitance
to the capacitance of the NEM is �C� /Co=1. A
step due to resonance between the junctions and
the NEM is evident at a voltage considerably
greater than �, namely �v�� /N=0.6851±0.0009.
The retrapping current is approximately equal to
�.
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sephson phase �k and the oscillator variable ãI 	see Eqs. �38�
and �39�
. Equation �47� represents, as expected, a simple
harmonic oscillator perturbed by the coupling �of strength ��
to the array. Equation �46� shows how an independent series
JJ array biased by a current source is affected by the NEM
oscillator. In the special case of the array decoupled from the

NEM, �→0 and C̃→�. Then the second and third terms
inside the square brackets on the right-hand side of Eq. �46�
will vanish and only the factor of iB will remain. In this
decoupled limit, the resulting form of Eq. �46� is expected
from the RCSJ model for a serial array of underdamped
junctions coupled only to a current source. It is interesting to
compare Eqs. �46� and �47� with the analogous expressions

for the case of a serial array in an electromagnetic resonant
cavity,32 in which case the junctions are coupled to the cavity
via each junction’s gauge-invariant phase difference. In the
case of the resonant cavity, the d2ãI /d�2 term in Eq. �46� is
replaced by a term proportional to d2ãR /d�2, and there is
nothing analogous to the last term on the right-hand side.
Also, for an array coupled to a resonant cavity, the term on
the right-hand side of Eq. �47� is proportional to a sum over
d2� j /d�2 instead of � j.

Some progress in understanding the consequences of Eqs.
�46� and �47� can be made by noting that on the phase-locked
part of the resonance step 	see Fig. 4�b�
 the junctions can be
thought of as N underdamped, driven pendula whirling in

FIG. 7. �Color online� Location of the voltage
step as a function of the coupling strength � be-
tween a serial array �N=10,c=10� and NEM
oscillator. The NEM’s natural frequency is �
=0.45 and �C� /Co=10. Junction critical currents
are assigned nonrandomly with �=0.05. Because
the resonance step could not be seen for the non-
uniform array at very small values of the cou-
pling ��0.1, the results for vstep for ��0.1
were obtained for the array with uniform junc-
tions �blue symbols on graph�. The dashed hori-
zontal line at vstep=� is shown for reference. The
solid line is an analytic result for vstep given by
Eq. �61�.

FIG. 8. I-V curve for a serial array of N=50 underdamped junctions coupled to a NEM oscillator. Junction critical currents are assigned
nonrandomly with �=0.05 and c=10. The NEM’s natural frequency, scaled by the Josephson frequency, is �=�o /�J=0.45, and the
coupling strength between the array and the NEM oscillator is �=0.01. The ratio of the average junction capacitance to the capacitance of
the NEM is �C� /Co=50. A step due to resonance between the junctions and the NEM is evident at a voltage only slightly greater than �,
namely �v�� /N=0.5476±0.0187. The error bars on the symbols represent the standard deviation of the mean of the time-averaged JJ
voltages. As the bias current is decreased from its starting value of iB=1.2, the error bars become smaller than the symbol size, signaling
approximate frequency synchronization of the array.
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phase with the same angular velocity. So the phase-locked
behavior of the junctions can be represented by the following
Ansatz for the Josephson phase difference �the same for all N
junctions�:

� = � + vstep� + A sin�vstep� + �� , �48�

where �, vstep, A, and � are all constants. Equation �48� de-
scribes a linearly growing Josephson phase with a sinusoidal
oscillation of amplitude A superimposed. Alternatively, it de-
scribes the angular displacement of a pendulum whirling
with a nearly constant angular velocity perturbed by sinu-
soidal variation due to a gravitational torque. The derivatives
of Eq. �48� �the angular velocity and acceleration of the pen-
dulum� are

d�

d�
= vstep + vstepA cos�vstep� + �� , �49�

d2�

d�2 = − vstep
2 A sin�vstep� + �� . �50�

Note that location of the voltage step is given by the average
of Eq. �49�, i.e., �d� /d���=vstep, where the notation �X�� de-
notes a time average of the quantity X. A main goal of this
section will be to derive an analytic expression for vstep. To
justify Eq. �48�, we have fit numerical solutions to Eqs.
�38�–�41� in the phase-locked region of a resonant step with
expressions of the form of Eqs. �48�–�50�. The results are
shown in Fig. 10, where the excellent agreement between the

numerical results �solid lines� and the fit �symbols� is evi-
dent.

Using Eqs. �48�–�50� it is possible to solve for the behav-
ior of the NEM oscillator via Eq. �47�. We get a general
result of

ãI��� = � sin �� +  cos �� −
N���

2
−

Nvstep
��

2
�

+
N�2��

2�vstep
2 − �2�

A sin�vstep� + �� , �51�

where � and  are arbitrary constants. In the stable region of
the step, however, the oscillator is in a strong resonance with
the junctions, and both are exhibiting sinusoidal behavior
with the same angular frequency, vstep. The last term in Eq.
�51�, the sinusoidal term with the resonant amplitude, should
dominate over the other sinusoidal terms with angular fre-
quency �. We can thus approximate Eq. �51� with

ãI��� = −
N���

2
−

Nvstep
��

2
� +

N�2��

2�vstep
2 − �2�

�A sin�vstep� + �� . �52�

Figure 11 shows ãI+ �Nvstep
���� /2 from the numerical solu-

tion of Eqs. �38�–�41�, where the numerical value of vstep
was taken from the fit in Fig. 10�a�. The fit to the results are
designated by the crosshair symbols. The agreement is excel-
lent.

Using Eq. �52�, we substitute d2ãI /d�2 into Eq. �46�, and
letting ick=1 for all junctions �which should be reasonable

FIG. 9. �Color online� I-V curve for a serial array of N=50 underdamped junctions coupled to a NEM oscillator showing different
numbers of junctions, Na, biased on the resonance step. N−Na junctions are in the zero-voltage state. The curves represent Na=25, 30, 35,
40, 45, and 50. Junction critical currents were uniform and c=10. The NEM’s natural frequency, scaled by the Josephson frequency, is
�=�o /�J=0.45, and the coupling strength between the array and the NEM oscillator is �=0.1. The ratio of the average junction capacitance
to the capacitance of the NEM is �C� /Co=50. Each curve was produced by increasing the bias current from a starting value between 0.41
to 0.45. The dotted lines represent the expected location of the step, �Na /N�vstep, where the value of vstep is obtained from Eq. �61�.
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for small amounts of critical-current disorder�, we get the
expression

vstep
2 � N�

�vstep
2 − �2�

− ��A sin X + vstepA cos X + vstep

+ sin�� + vstep� + A sin X� = iB, �53�

where �c�1+ C̃� / C̃ and Xvstep�+�. Making use of the

well-known Bessel function expansion for the sine of a sine
or cosine, we can write

sin�� + vstep� + A sin X�

= J0�A�sin�X + � − �� + �
n=1

�

Jn�A�

��sin	�n + 1�X + �� − ��
 − �− 1�n

FIG. 10. �Color online� Numerical solutions
of Eqs. �38�–�41� for ���� and d� /d� versus
time and fits to these numerical results. Para-
meters are N=10, c=10, �C� /Co=1, �=0.5,
�=0.45. For simplicity, the junction critical cur-
rents were taken to be uniform. �a� Josephson
phase � with the linearly growing term, vstep�,
subtracted out, leaving oscillatory behavior. The
crosshairs represent a regression fit to a function
f���=�+A sin�vstep�+��. From the fit, we find
A=1.3051 and vstep=0.4978. �b� The voltage
across an individual junction, d� /d�. The “�”
symbols represent a regression fit to a function
g���=vstep+vstepA cos�vstep�+��. As a consis-
tency check, note that the amplitude of d� /d� can
be estimated from the graph and is in good agree-
ment with the numerical value of vstepA as speci-
fied by Eq. �49�, where the values of vstep and A
are taken from the fit in part �a�.

FIG. 11. �Color online� Numerical solution
for ãI versus time. For convenience, the linearly
growing �in time� contribution is subtracted out,
and the vertical axis is scaled by a factor of 105.
Parameters are N=10, c=10, �C� /Co=1, �
=0.5, �=0.45. For simplicity, the junction criti-
cal currents were taken to be uniform. The nu-
merical value of the constant F was determined
from the fact that F=−Nvstep

�� /2. From the fit,
we find D=20.6987, which agrees with the ex-
pression D= �N�2�� / 	2�vstep

2 −�2�
�A 	see Eq.
�51�
, if we use the value A=1.3051 from Fig. 10.
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�sin	�n − 1�X − �� − ��
� , �54�

where Jn�A� is the Bessel function of order n. Substituting
Eq. �54� into Eq. �53�, we get an expression of the form

vstep − iB − J1�A�sin�� − �� + sin X�vstep
2 � N�

�vstep
2 − �2�

− ��A

+ J0�A�cos�� − �� − J2�A�cos�� − ��� + cos X	vstepA

+ J0�A�sin�� − �� + J2�A�sin�� − ��
 + ¯ = 0, �55�

where the ¯ represents all the higher harmonic terms from
the expansion in Eq. �54�. Using the principle of harmonic
balance, we equate each multiple of sin X , cos X, and the
constant term to 0. The results are the following expressions:

iB = vstep − J1�A�sin�� − �� , �56�

sin�� − �� = −
vstepA

J0�A� + J2�A�
, �57�

cos�� − �� =

vstep
2 � N�

�vstep
2 − �2�

− ��A

J2�A� − J0�A� .
. �58�

Substituting Eq. �57� into Eq. �56� and making use of the
identity Jn+1�x�+Jn−1�x�= �2n /x�Jn�x� leads to an expression
for the amplitude of the sinusoidal oscillation of the Joseph-
son phases 	refer to Eq. �48�


A =�2� iB

vstep
− 1� . �59�

The validity of Eq. �59� can be checked by solving Eqs.
�38�–�41� numerically and fitting the results to Eqs.
�48�–�50� to determine a value for A. In Fig. 12, we plot A2

versus iB along a given step vstep for two different values of
the coupling strength �. We find that Eq. �59� is accurate
over that region of the step that exhibits phase locking �i.e.,

where r�1�, which is just where our Ansatz, Eq. �48�,
should be valid.

Since sin2��−��+cos2��−��=1, we can combine Eqs.
�57� and �58�

2vstep
2 � iB

vstep
− 1�� 1

	J0�A� + J2�A�
2

+
� N�

�vstep
2 − �2�

− ��2

	J0�A� − J2�A�
2 � = 1, �60�

where Eq. �59� was used. One cannot solve Eq. �60� analyti-
cally, but MATHEMATICA can be used to find vstep as a func-
tion of the variable iB. We find that the solution for vstep
describing the resonance step is well approximated by choos-
ing cos��−��=0. From Eq. �58�, this results in an expression
that can be solved for vstep

vstep =��2 +
N�

�
=��2 +

���C�/Co�

c�1 +
�C�
NCo

� . �61�

This result for the step location is shown as a solid �red�
curve in Fig. 7, where it is seen to fit well the numerical
results for vstep. Equation �61� shows that as the array and
oscillator coupling becomes weak, the voltage step coincides
with the oscillator’s natural frequency, i.e., as �→0, then
vstep→�. That is, strong coupling shifts the step location to
a higher voltage.

Equation �61� shows several interesting features. As the
array size increases for a fixed value of the ratio �C� /Co, the
term in the denominator proportional to 1/N becomes less
important. So in the limit of a large array �“large” means N
�10�C� /Co� the importance of the coupling term in Eq. �61�
depends on the McCumber parameter c of the junctions as
well as on the ratio of the average junction capacitance to the
capacitance of the NEM oscillator, �C� /Co. In fact, we see

FIG. 12. Square of the amplitude of the sinu-
soidal contribution to the Josephson phase versus
the dc bias current. Parameters are N=10, c

=10, �C� /Co=1, and �=0.45. The triangle sym-
bols denote numerical results for the squared am-
plitude of the Josephson phase oscillations, de-
noted by A2, for a coupling �=0.5. The solid line
is the result A2=2�iB /vstep−1� for vstep=0.4945
versus iB. The square symbols denote numerical
results for A2 for �=3. The dotted line is the
result A2=2�iB /vstep−1� for vstep=0.68. The nu-
merical results are obtained only for those ap-
plied currents on the step where phase locking
occurs.
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that increasing the junctions’ McCumber parameter makes
the second term inside the square root less effective at shift-
ing the step location upward from �. By contrast, increasing
the ratio �C� /Co does just the opposite, i.e., it makes the
coupling term more effective at shifting the step voltage up-
ward from �. This behavior could provide, via the fabrica-
tion process, a means to control the location of the resonance
step. From a technological standpoint, such control could be
important.

In both experimental and theoretical studies of resonant
phase-locking of JJ arrays, scaling of the energy output with
the square of the number of active junctions Na has been
emphasized as evidence for coherent behavior.31,32 Using Eq.
�48�, we can show analytically that in the phase-locked re-
gion of a resonance step the time-averaged energy of the
NEM oscillator does indeed scale like Na

2. Before converting
to dimensionless units, the time-averaged oscillator energy is

Eo = ��o��a†a�t +
1

2
� = ��o��aR

2 + aI
2�t +

1

2
� , �62�

where we have used the fact that aaR+ iaI and a†aR
− iaI. Subtracting off the zero-point energy, and writing Eq.
�62� in terms of dimensionless quantities, we get

Ẽo = �ãR
2 + ãI

2��, �63�

where Ẽo�Eo− 1
2��o� / ���Ic� /e�.

Suppose Na junctions are active, i.e., biased on the reso-
nance step, while the remaining N−Na junctions are in the
zero-voltage state. Equation �52� would then be changed
only in that the multiplicative factor N would be changed to
Na. Using Eqs. �41� and �52�, we find an expression for ãR
when Na junctions are active

ãR =
Navstep

2�
��� −

�2��

vstep
2 − �2A cos�vstep� + ��� . �64�

Finally, we substitute Eqs. �52� and �64� into Eq. �63� and
perform the time average. Using that �sin X��= �cos X��=0
and �sin2 X��= �cos2 X��= 1

2 , where the time average is over
an integer number of cycles, we get the result

Ẽo =
Na

2�

4 �4�2

3
+ 2�� + �2 +

vstep
2

�2 �1 +
A2

2

�1 +
�2

vstep
2 �

�1 −
vstep

2

�2 �2�� ,

�65�

where vstep and A are given by Eqs. �59� and �61�, respec-
tively. The dependence of the resonator energy on the square
of the number of active junctions is evident. This result de-
pends upon the validity of Eq. �48�. If, for sufficiently small
Na, Eq. �48� no longer describes the phase behavior of the
active junctions on the step, then our result for the resonator
energy would not hold. A consequence of the failure of Eq.

�48� could be that there is a threshold number of active junc-

tions needed before the onset of coherence �i.e., Ẽo�Na
2� is

observed.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The growing sophistication in the fabrication of NEMs,
whether based on materials such as aluminum nitride34 or
carbon nanotubes,39 means that the technology of coupling
very high-Q oscillators to JJ arrays is becoming mature.
Such maturity means it should be possible to fabricate a
serial or two-dimensional JJ array with an on-chip NEM de-
vice. It would be of interest in the field of millimeter-wave
production to see if a strong coupling between the junctions
and the NEM could result in ac power outputs comparable or
even larger than those seen in photon-induced coupling
schemes.29,31 Based on Eq. �12� we see that the coupling
strength 	 between the NEM and the junctions could in prin-
ciple be controlled by the NEM oscillator dimensions, such
as its diameter b. In this paper, we have shown theoretically
that a serial array of nonuniform JJs coupled piezoelectri-
cally to an AlN dilatational oscillator can result in phase-
locking of the junctions.

Our approach, similar to that in Ref. 32, is based upon a
semiclassical solution to a set of coupled differential equa-
tions that were generated from the quantum Heisenberg
equations for the Hamiltonian H=HJ+HNEM +Hdiss+Hint,
where the terms in the Hamiltonian are given by Eqs.
�22�–�26�. The phase-locked state of the junctions is signaled
by a step in the I-V curve. Interestingly, we find �neutrally�
stable phase locking only at the top and bottom of the reso-
nance step. It would be useful to determine if the unstable
solution in the middle of the voltage step is a result of the
particular form of coupling used, Hint, in this geometry. Dif-
ferent NEM geometries with different physics underlying the
coupling to the junctions should be studied as well.

Another consequence of our model is that the energy of
the oscillator growing quadratically with the number of junc-
tions biased on the resonance step, a result that was also seen
in the case of photon-induced coupling.32

The model discussed in this paper could be a feasible
beginning for a fully quantum mechanical description of
small JJs coupled to a NEM oscillator.40 Such a study would
not be limited to the case of large phonon number or a large
number of charges on the junctions. One goal of such a study
would be to see if a resonance could result in an entangled
state of many junctions and the oscillator.
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